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“One of the most difficult things
in the world is to convince a
woman that even a bargain costs
money. ”
~Edgar Watson Howe

Lost Dog Eaten
by Lost Boy
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

Omelet du Fromage, a Beagle
from the loving home of the
McCurdy family, was finally found
today inside the stomach of nine
year old Sage Hahn. How he
got there remains a mystery, and
medical examiners are questioning young Sage for any possible
clues linking him to the dog’s
disappearance.
Both Sage and Omelet du Fromage became lost when they
were separated from their owners while playing at the park.
Believed to have run away after
catapulting himself from a swing,
Sage ducked into some bushes
where he may never have been
seen again.
“I was so distraught, I felt like
someone had stabbed me and
knocked me out,” said Sage’s
babysitter Hope Morely, who
remembers nothing and later
was treated for stab wounds and
a concussion. “I really hoped
he wasn’t in the hands of some
pedophile. Then people would
know it was me who lost him
when they see pictures of him
on the Internet.”
...see Lost Dog on back

Optimization of Everyday Interactions
By Yusuke Hasegawa ~ Daily Bull

Time Waster Optimization is the process of ing. A few girls will faint and the slackers in
tuning the output of an annoyance to minimize the back will have a spiritual journey.
some attribute or maximize the efficiency of
an everyday occurrence.
Functional Language Situations:
Speaking with a thick foreign accent about
Lecture Based Situation (student):
a subject with very similar sounding words.
If you mumble something stupid and the Curving the mid-term because you know
professor responds “Huh?” because your nobody learned from your lectures. You give
comment had nothing to do with the lec- an essay writing assignment in an Electrical Enture, or you mumble something stupid and gineering course and act like you understand
the professor responds “Huh?” because he enough English to critique anything that’s not
couldn’t hear you. If you repeat everything in your native language.
you said and end it with “…Never mind. It
was a stupid joke anyway” and professor still Optimization:
can’t hear you. At least 3 people groan when Instead of reading straight from lecture slides,
you open your mouth.
pull the trigger on a blow horn. Give everyone in the class a C. Give an A to that one
Optimization:
guy that laughed at your lame jokes.
By keeping your mouth shut, you can avoid
this pointless interaction. Since nothing was Social Flow Situations:
gained during the original process, the end Reference a joke that was made 6 months ago
result is the same. Punch yourself in the mouth every time you’re at a party. Nobody finds it
to save everyone else the trouble of doing funny anymore except for your friends who
it for you.
are just as boring and can’t think of anything
new to say. You wear Dragon Ball Z shirts
Lecture Based Situation (professor):
everyday.
Nobody pays attention to your lecture because they are boring so you try and rip a Optimization:
phonebook to get everyone’s attention. It Stay home and grind levels on your Night-Elf
takes you two tries, and you still fail. You try Hunter. Tell the joke in guild chat, at least they
it again the next lecture because it’s just that can mute you over the Internet.
awesome.
Party Situation:
Optimization:
You go around telling people “I’m so drunk
By dropping your pants in front of the camera right now, I’ll make out with my friend for
projector, you can enthrall the audience and 5 dollars and some jell-o shots! Hee hee”.
earn the respect of every guy in the lecture
...see Optimization on back
hall. As a side effect some girls may start cry-

Nothing wakes me up in the morning like
a big whiff of Pine-Sol (the orange kind).

Pic O’ the Day
“Look Bob, it’s the Lock Ness Monster”

...Optimization from front By applying these Optimizations in your
You’re not sure if you’re throwing up in everyday life, you can save time and energy
the morning because you’re anorexic from that would’ve been otherwise wasted.
your poor self-image, pregnant from the
random guys you went home to “just chill”
with, or still too drunk from last night.

...Lost Dog from front

Optimization:
Show up with a neon slut sign on your forehead and don’t bother wearing any pants.
Take two Nyquil and find a men’s bathroom
to pass out in. Get some Clearasil for the
pimples infesting your face.

Omelet du Fromage was lost similarly when
he managed to chew through the thick
wire leash he was tied to. Omelet had a
habit of chewing through normal leashes,
and the McCurdy’s thought that thick wire
would do the trick.

I-Have-No-Redeeming-Qualities,-but-myParents-Are-Rich Situations:
Buying her a bunch of gifts and driving her
around only to be turned down because
“You’re too clingy”. You bought a PS3
thinking it would be worth $700.00. Your
major ends with “... with Technology”. You
tell everyone, “I slept with her,” when you
just cuddled.

“Either someone used bolt cutters to cut
that dog out, or he managed to smuggle
a hack saw in his coat again,” explains Kyle
McCurdy, first and last surviving son of the
cannibalistic McCurdy family. “If anything,
I hope he pays for this. That wire cost me
imagine it still attached to the cute little
eight bucks.”
ears of Omelet du Fromage. What a sweet
After escaping from their captors, Sage little doggie.”

Optimization:
Hand over your car keys and credit card
information when you meet her. Surrender
your balls to the police and start begging
people for money.
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and Omelet ran for the hills, and evaded
capture for a total of four days. Little is
known about what happened during
those four days, but what is known is that
at some point Omelet was devoured by
the young Hahn son.

His suspicions proved true when x-rays
showed small dog bones, a collar, and a
rubber chew toy inside Sage’s stomach.
Seventeen operations later, every last bit
of the beagle were removed.

“Sure, we’re sad and all, but that little thing
had it coming to him,” said a source which
prefers to remain anonymous. We are not
even allowed to disclose whether it was
Omelet’s or Sage’s parents. “Had he not
gotten lost, he wouldn’t have gotten into
“Go my Inquisitorial Storm Troopers! Slay this mess.”
the Daemon hunters! Space Ma-rines!!!
Invade the bases! Use your psy-can- Sage and Omelet’s remains were reunited
nons!” Sage was well at home with his with their respective owners, to which
figurines and didn’t notice the rescuers there was much rejoicing. A lesson was
until they stepped on the Inquisitor himself. learned, and that was to never trust plain
“Nooooo! What have you done? Now old wire to hold your dog or child. Use
electrified or barbed wire next time just
you shall perrrriiisssssssshhh!”
to be sure.
Rescuers eventually found Sage deep in a
ravine with little hope of survival. His only
belongings were nineteen Warhammer
action figures, which he had set up in an
epic battle scene.

The only sign of the lost Omelet du Fromage were small clumps of fur clinging to Sir
Sage. Rescue personnel originally thought
he may have eaten a mouse or porcupine,
but it soon turned out it was something
far worse.

Home Improvement
for Sororities

Advertising inquiries should be directed
By Yusuke Hasegawa ~ Daily Bull
“It looked a lot like that lost dog’s fur,” said
to ads@dailybull.net
Taylor Freeman, the rescuer who found Recently there has been an incident involving
questions, comments & concerns
should bedirected to bull@mtu.edu. the Hahn child. “So much so that I could a specific Sorority discharging members for

not actively participating in recruitment and
not being committed to the values of the
house. There have been allegations that
the members of the house were kicked out
for being fat, ugly, and generally unpopular
with the boys. It was even suspected that
racism played a role for some of the girls’
dismissal. While the girls that were let-go all
looked like they sit around a lot and don’t
eat many salads, it was also true that they
were not very committed to recruitment
and promotion. The arguments on both
sides are very persuasive, but this whole
fiasco could’ve been avoided had they
lived in a more modern, regulated sorority
house that promotes academic integrity
and sisterhood.

members well-being.
Knee-Height Tables
All chairs will be removed, and all tables
lowered to be perfect height for when
kneeling. This will encourage fitness and
discipline within the house since it will take
strong leg muscles to stay upright. Also
push-ups are easier on your knees.
Eating through a Straw
To eliminate the danger of choking, gagging,
and death, every food item will be blended
into a milky shake and ingested through a
straw. This will promote healthy eating and
stronger jaws.

First-Aid Training
With a couple of changes to their old house, Even with the elimination of solid foods,
they could’ve saved themselves a lot of injuries are impossible to completely preembarrassment and bad press.
vent. With proper first-aid and CPR training
every member will be ready and eager to
Thinner Doors
give mouth-to-mouth resuscitations in any
It is a well-known fact that a lot of heat in situation. Training sessions can also make for
the house escapes through its doors. By great rushes and community bonding.
replacing the standard door with a doorway
a 1/3 of the regular width, you can save Separation of Living Quarters
on heating cost while giving the house a A separate building will be constructed next
chic new-age look. This alone would’ve to each house to help mediate civil conflict
attracted new members who qualified for within the house. These “Sisters’ Quarters”
their strict academic standards.
will house members who don’t fall inline
with the house’s values. A separate, but
Glass Walls
equal living environment will be provided
Opaque walls and curtains only promote until their differences can be resolved. In
alcohol abuse and other illegal activities. By case of insufficient resources, the doghouse
replacing the walls with see-through glass, will be repurposed for these facilities.
campus security and neighborhood watch
can keep an eye on the house and put a With these improvements to the house, the
stop to any suspicious behavior that might issues would’ve been resolved passively
otherwise go unreported. The members and the members who weren’t as commitwould feel safe, and the house would be ted to the house would have left on their
known for their security and concern for the own accord.

